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Scientists at IIT Gandhinagar have developed a technology that can noninvasively diagnose dementia by tracking a person’s eye movements, much
before the symptoms appear. With a signi cant rise in ageing population,
neurodegenerative disorders are becoming a serious health issue. While
dementia can not be cured, its progression can be delayed if diagnosed early.
“By the time symptoms of dementia are detected, it is too late — Alzheimer’s
disease kicks in and it can not be managed. But if dementia is caught early,
we can delay the progression of Alzheimer’s,” said Uttama Lahiri, Associate
Professor of Electrical Engineering, at Indian Institute of Technology (IIT)
Gandhinagar.
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Her team, which included Ritika Jain and Valay Patel, developed the
‘MindEye’ project that can track a person’s eye movement, quantifying gaze in
terms of reaction time and correct
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“We present a stimulus — dots appearing at certain portions of the screen at
certain angles. People with dementia often have issues with following the dot
or xing their gaze,” Lahiri told PTI.
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Researchers can then map the eye movements in response to the stimulus.
They can identify subtle patterns that predict whether the person suffers
from mild cognitive impairment.
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The preliminary results of the experimental study with 10 healthy
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participants were promising, Lahiri said.
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About
 1,600 people have been screened already, she added. The researchers
used strandard tests — long questionnaires that a patient answers with the
 of a psychiatrist — to validate their results. The results were presented
help
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old age homes have dif culty answering the questionnaires, making it harder
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“That is where our system can take over and diagnose dementia. There is no
screening tool yet that can detect dementia in such objective terms,” said
Lahiri.
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Asus ZenBook 13, 14, 15, ZenBook 30 Edition
Laptops Launched at Computex
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Asus has refreshed its lineup of ZenBook laptops and has launched a trio of
premium laptops – ZenBook 13 (UX334), ZenBook 14 (UX434), and ZenBook 15
(UX534). All three of the new ZenBook models feature a slim design with a
metallic build and include the ScreenPad 2.0, an updated version of Asus’
touchscreen-embedded touchpad for more productivity. The company has
also introduced the ZenBook Edition 30 (UX334FL) laptop that aunts a
genuine leather design and has been developed to commemorate the
company’s 30th year since its inception.
The ZenBook 13 (UX334), ZenBook 14 (UX434), and ZenBook 15 (UX534) borrow
design elements from their predecessors that were launched in August last
year. The key change here is the addition of the ScreenPad 2.0, an upgraded
CONTINUE
READING
iteration of the display-embedded
touchpad
that made its debut on the Asus
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Sony V02, V42D V72D, V82D Party Speakers
Launched in India
Published 2 days ago on June 2, 2019



By The Kashmir Monitor 

Although Sony recently announced its decision to withdraw its mobile
business from a number of global markets including India, it’s audio business
continues to operate. After announcing the Sony HT-X8500 soundbar earlier
this month, the Japanese company has now launched a new range of party
speakers – the V02, V42D, V72D, and V82D – with prices starting at Rs. 16,990.
The new range of speakers goes on sale this month both online and of ine,
through Sony Centres, authorised retailers, and major e-commerce sites.
The new range of wireless speakers comes with a variety of features,
including 360-degree sound and light, jet bass booster, karaoke, and Taiko,
which turns the top panel into a percussion instrument to add your own beats
to the tracks being played.
CONTINUE READING

The Sony V02 is the most affordable product in the new range priced at Rs
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I’m open to all kinds of characters: Zareen
Khan
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Actress Zareen Khan, who will soon be seen in independent lm “Hum Bhi
Akele Tum Bhi Akele”, says she is open to be a part of all kinds of movies.
“Being an artiste, I am open to all kind of cinema and characters… especially
in today`s time, the audience is not restricted to just watching commercial
cinema,” Zareen said.
“In fact, they are welcoming different genres and all kind of lms… Big, small,
independent, short… doesn`t matter. What matters is the subject and the
content. So, here I am learning and growing every day,” she added.
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